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Heavily fished bottomfish stocks of the main Hawaiian
islands as well as recent research have renewed inter-
est in the bottomfish resources of the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands  NWHI!. During 1981 and l982 the
Hawaii Division of Aquatic Resources conducted bottom-
fish surveys in the NWHI. Three multipurpose commer-
cial fishing vessels, g~~, /~i' ~, and >~~kd ~~~,
were contracted for eight survey trips. Annual vessel
expenditures were extrapolated for a generalized
bottomfish operation. NWHI bottomfishing trips were
found to be marginally profitable. Ex-vessel prices
for fresh bottomfish decreased with increased landings.
Current limited local demand  fresh fish market system!
and inconsistent ex-vessel bottomfish prices constrain
NWHI bottomfishery development.

bottomfish
ex-vessel prices

fresh-fish market

INTRODUCTIOM

Fishing in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands has occurred
since the early l900s. During the 1930s as many as five large
fishing vessels ranging from 65 to 70 feet in length fished in
NWHI waters for snappers  Lutjanidae!, groupers  Serranidae!,
and jacks  Carangidae!.' The number of large vessels operating
in the area increased to as many as nine after World War II

~May 9, 1973 letter to Mr. Findlay, Regional Director, Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, from H. Shinsato
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 H. Shinsato, 1973: personal communication!. Between 1946 and
1957, one operation shipped fresh akule �~x u !,

C~
fish by airplane from Tern Island at French Frigate Shoals to
Honolulu.

In the past �945-60!, sampans and converted navy surplus
ships comprised the types of vessels regularly used in the NWHI.
Some of these vessels were capable of landing more than 10,000
pounds of fresh fish at the Honolulu market. The prices paid to
the producer or fisherman for bottomfishes ranged between $0.25
and $0.40  equivalent to $0.85 and $1.83 in 1983 dollars! per
pound  H. Shinsato, and L. Agard, Jr.: personal communication!
The number of large vessels fishing in the NWHI declined during
the 1950s because of vessel losses and low fish prices, and only
a single vessel remained in operation in the 1960s  H. Okamoto:
personal communication!.

In recent years, the number of vessels capable of fishing in
the NWHI has again increased. New vessels based in the state and
vessels from the mainland United States are expanding Hawaii's
long-range fleet. Since 1980, several multipurpose vessels
trolling in the North Pacific albacore  ~i~~ ~~i~! fishery
have bottomfished in the NWHI during their off-season to increase
their productivity and reduce their dependency on one fishery to
pay for fixed annual expenses.

Most vessels in the bottomfishing fleet still fish around
the main Hawaiian islands, primarily for the fresh fish market.
In 1980 local commercial fishermen reported catching 649,527
pounds of bottomfish which sold for $1,048,254  DLNR, 1982!.
NWHI bottomfish catches accounted for 24 percent of the 1980
poundage �56,122 pounds! and 14 percent of the total value
 $146,324! .

Currently, heavy fishing pressures on the main Hawaiian
island bottomfish stocks, which cause decreasing catch rates and
smaller-sized fishes, are forcing fishermen with large vessels to
travel greater distances to harvest bottomfish.

Preliminary assessments of fisheries resources in the NWHI
by the Division of Aquatic Resources of the Hawaii Department of
Land and Natural Resources and by the Honolulu Laboratory of the
Southwest Fisheries Center of the National Marine Fisheries Ser-

vice  NNFS! have suggested that NWHI stocks can support expansion
of the Hawaiian bottomfish fleet. Surveys by both agencies have
revealed certain areas of the NWHI in which good experimental
catch rates seem to indicate significant bottomfish stocks  DLNR,
1979; Noffit, 1980; Ralston, 1979, 1980; Uchida et al., 1979/
1982! .

Estimates of potential NWHI bottomfish landings have varied
from a low range of 230,000 to 700,000 pounds �04 to 330 metric
tons! to a high range of 1 to 2 million pounds �54 to 907 metric
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Surveys were undertaken during 1981-82 to determine whether
commercial bottomfishing in the NWHI is economically feasible for
modern long-range vessels. The surveys were devised to determine
if current fish prices for NWHI catches could offset expenses
incurred to harvest these resources. Major economic factors and
industry conditions that currently affect bottomiishing opera-
tions in the area were identified and evaluated.

The Division of Aquatic Resources, through the Research Cor-
poration of the University of Hawaii, contracted with three
commercial fishing vessels to fish in the NWHI. An observer was
present on each fishing trip to record catch and effort data.
The fishing vessels Zg.~~, g~mi, and ~~r~4 M~~  Table 1!
worked in prescribed areas from Brooks Bank to Ladd Seamount
 Figure 1!. The vessels were equipped with both refrigeration
and freezing facilities. All used bottomfishing rigs that con-
sisted of three hydraulic-powered bottom gurdies or pinch-pullers
 stripper haulers! which are capable of handlining to a depth of
150 fathoms. A maximum of three lines, each with one to four
hooks, were used at any one time.

TABLE 1 . 19 81-82 NORTHWESTERN HAWAI IAN ISLANDS BOTTONF ISH ING
SURVEYS: CONTRACT VESSEL SPECIFICATIONS

Specification Ql~ck~d M~~

1980

63/17
2

800
7,250

1979

65/17
2

800

2,500

Year built

Length/beam  ft.!
Average no. in crew
Deck space  sq. ft.!
Range  nautical miles!
Fish carrying

capacity  tons!

1981

58/15.6
2-3

315
3,200

40 24

Data on vessel expenses and revenue from catch sales were
obtained from the captain or owner after each cruise. Informa-
tion on fishing operations was obtained through private discus-
sions. Annual vessel expenditures were extrapolated to calculate
the economic return of a full-time bottomfish operation in the
NWHI  see "Discussion" section!.
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tons! annually. The former figures, extrapolated by Ralston in
1980, are based upon production estimates derived for the high or
main Hawaiian islands. The latter figures are projected as NWHI
landings if the long-distance fleet and the market were to expand
 DLNR, 1979!.
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RESULTS

The three fishing vessels made a total of eight fishing
trips to the NWHI between October 1981 and Nay 1982. The cru.ises
were 12 to 46 days in duration �3 days average!. Catch rates
varied from 217 to 1,916 pounds per fishing day  886 pounds per
day average!. Ninety-six of the total 185 trip-days were spent
fishing. The fishing effort resulted in 71,684 pounds of fresh
and frozen fishes  incidental catches from trolling included!,
which sold for a gross ex-vessel value of $107,555. Landings
from individual trips ranged from 433 to 15,454 pounds  8,961
pounds average!. Gross receipts ranged from $1,661 to $18,749
 $13,444 average!. The average price of fish paid to the fisher-
men for the individual trips ranged from $1.18 to $3.84 per
pound; the overall average price received for fresh and frozen
fish was $1.50 per pound  Table 2!. A significant inverse corre-
lation was found between overall catch prices and landing vol-
umes: increasing the volume of catches resulted in lower overall
catch prices.

h |C
also referred to as pig-lipped ulua!, hapuupuu  g~o-

accounted for 83 percent of the total number of fishes caught.
The fresh-fish price ranges for these species, based on six
trips, were: �! white ulua -- $0.40 to $2.50; �! butaguchi
$0.90 to $2 ' 75; �! hapuupuu -- $1.30 to $3.15; and �! opakapaka

$2.40 to $9.00. High values varied from two to six times the
low values  Table 3!. Average prices generally decreased on the
second day when fish were sold over a 2-day period ',t = 0.005!.
The decrease from the first to the second day averaged 17 percent
 Table 4!.

Frozen bottomfish were sold directly to wholesalers for
negotiated prices ranging from $0.75 to $3.00 per pound  Table
5!. There was no significant difference in price between catches
partially processed  gutted! before freezing  trips 7 and 8! and
unprocessed frozen catches.

DISCUSSION

The survey fishing trips were carried out with as few
restrictions as possible on commercial fishing operations. In
reviewing the data, factors such as physical/mechanical differ-
ences in vessels, captains' strategies, and degrees of crew
experience, as well as the limited number of survey trips were
taken into accounts Results of the eight survey trips demon-
strated the potential for extremely good as well as poor catches
and the uncertainty of fish prices as shown by their wide ranges
and resulting catch values.
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TABLE 5. NEGOTIATED FROZEN NORTHWESTERN HAWAIIAN ISLANDS BOTTON-
FISH SPECIES

Price in U.S. Dollars  Pounds Sold!
Survey Landing

Trip Date White Ulua Butaguchi OpakapakaHapuupuu

4 10/30/81 0. 80 �, 500! 0. 75 �,500! l. 00 �50! 3. 00 �00!

7* 12/03/81 0.75 �,751! 0.86 �7! 1.06 �I124! 2.10  li394!

5 04/02/82 1.00 �,505! 0.75 �20! 1.25 �90!

6 05/06/82 1.00 �,045! 0.75 �00!

8* 05/18/82 1.00 �00! 0.75 �,250! 1.15 �,425! 2.00 �,448!

*Processed before frozen  partially cleaned!

Fishing Strategy

Opakapaka is one of the primary target species due to the
relatively high price it commands as a result of its constant
demand at the auction  Table 3!. Hapuupuu and white ulua are
sought because of their sturdiness and ability to retain good
flesh quality. In addition, white ulua can be caught in rough
sea conditions when other species are difficult to fish. Prices
for hapuupuu, butaguchi, and white ulua are not as high as for
opakapaka, but larger catches of these three species can offset
the lower prices they bring.

Economic Analysis

The estimated costs derived for an annual full-time bottom-
fishing operation in the NWHI are based upon a composite view of
cost and expense data for the Zg~~, J4~, and Ki~ MPMJls.
Although the characteristics of the vessels are quite different,
their expenses are relatively similar  except for the fuel and
oil cost of the sail-assisted vessel pi~~~! . The operation is
based on the following criteria: �! a three-man crew, including
the captain, on a 60 � foot multipurpose fishing vessel  cost
between $250,000 and $500,000!; �! a diesel-powered vessel
capable of both refrigeration and freezer storage; �! the north-
ern fishing grounds of Survey Area 2 being the farthest point
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Experienced fishermen can selectively fish for bottomfish on
the basis of depth and bottom topography using depth recorders.
In order to maximize catch values and fishing efficiency, four
major bottomfish species are sought for the market. These spe-
cies are opakapaka, hapuupuu, butaguchi, and white ulua.



 900 nm! to which the vessel could travel and still remain within
reasonable traveling time � to 5 days! back to the Honolulu mar-
ket; �! fishing trips of moderate length, averaging approxi-
mately 19 days; �! each trip including 10 fishing days and 9
non-fishing days  travel time included!; �! ll trips �09 trip-
days! per year; �! 1 month set aside for annual scheduled
maintenance, including dry-docking and delays due to weather
conditions.

FIXED EXPENSES

Fixed expenses are annual costs paid by the owner whether
the vessel is being used for fishing or not. For the full-time
operation, fixed expenses total $69,483  Table 6!. Loan payments
 principal and interest! total $32,200 �6 percent!.  Present
interest rates for vessel loans can vary from 7.5 percent,
offered by the State Large Vessel Loan Program, to 18 to 20
percent offered by commercial institutions.! Unscheduled main-
tenance and repair costs amount to $16,667 �4 percent! . Sched-
uled maintenance  dry-docking and regular servicing! costs total
$8,167 �2 percent!. Premiums for insurance  hull, liability,
and crew coverage! amount to $10,967 �6 percent!. Annual moor-
age fees are $1,482 � percent!.

TABLE 6. ANNUAL FIXED EXPENSE SUMMARY FOR FULL-
TIME COMMERCIAL FISHING VESSEL

Fixed Expense Annual Cost

$32,200  + 3,995!Loan payment
Unscheduled maintenance

and repairs
Insurance

Scheduled maintenance
Moorage fee

16,667  + 4,163!
10,967  + 1,704!

8,167  + 9,385!
1,482  + 590!

$69,483

DEPRECIATION
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Depreciation is a business allowance for the decrease in
value of an asset due to age or wear. However, the increasing
demand for an asset such as a fishing vessel sometimes causes its
actual market value to increase. Vessel owners do take advantage
of the allowable "tax deductions" or credits for depreciation.
Based on the surveys, a fishing vessel less than 5 years old has
an approximate annual depreciation value of $56,000.



VARIABLE EXPENSES

Variable expenses are operational costs incurred by the ves-
sel while at sea. Figures were calculated by multiplying the
projected number of trip days by the average daily cost. Based
on the surveys, the estimated annual variable expenses for a
full-time commercial fishing operation total $64,995  Table 7!.
This figure is made up of fuel and oil costs of $47,197 �3
percent!, miscellaneous costs of $6,753 �0 percent!, bait and
ice costs of $5,881  9 percent!, and food costs of $5,164  8
percent!.

TABLE 7. ANNUAL VARIABLE EXPENSE SUNNARY FOR FUI I -TINE CONNER-
CIAL FISHING VESSEL

Daily TripItem Annual

Fuel and oil
Niscellaneous
Bait and ice
Food

$225 ~ 82  + 100 ~ 43 !
32.31  + 11.13!
28 . 14  + 10. 23 !
24. 71  + 4. 78!

$4,291
614

535

469

$47,197
6,753
5,881
5,164

$310.98TOTAL $5,909 $64,995

REVENUES

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATENENT

Assuming 11 trips per year and a selling price of $1.50 per
pound  overall average of experimental fishing trips!, 203,061
pounds �8,460 pounds per trip! of fish would have to be caught
to produce an annual break-even income of $304,592  Table 8!.
Expenditures for the NWHI operation can be broken down into the
following categories: auction commission, variable expenses,
crew share, fixed expenses, and depreciation. Ten percent, or
$30,459 of the gross value, is paid out as auction commission.
The largest single cost for the operation is the crew share which
amounts to $83,655 �8 percent!. Fixed expenses total $69,483
�3 percent!, variable expenses $64,995 �1 percent!, and depre-
ciation $56,000 �8 percent!  Table 8! .
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Net revenues are split 40:60. Forty percent is shared among
the crew with the remaining 60 percent going to the owner, who
pays for fixed expenses and deducts depreciation costs. An owner
who is also captain of a vessel is entitled to the captain's por-
tion of the crew share.



TABLE 8. ANNUAL NWHI BOTTOMFISH OPERATION FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Balance

$304,592GROSS REVENUE

Auction Commission $ 30,459

$ 64i995
$274 ' 133

$47,197
$ 6,753
$ 5i881
$ 5,164

$209,138NET REVENUE

�0:60 split between the crew and owner!

$ 83,655

$ 69,483
$125,483

$ 56,000
$ 56,000Depreciation

Net Profit/Loss $0

BREAK-EVEN POI NT BEFORE DEPRECIATION

In determining break-even figures  total cost equals total
revenue!, depreciation was excluded to reflect actual costs paid.
A full-time NWHI bottomfish operation would require $200,900 in
annual gross revenue to break-even before depreciations To
obtain this amount an average of $18,263 would have to be earned
on each of the ll fishing trips. The relationship of the fish
price and break-even trip catch is shown in Figure 2. At an
average fish price of $1.50 per pound, a trip catch of 12,176
pounds would be required to break-even.

Marketing

FRESH BOTTOMFISH

Catches from the NWHI are primarily brought back as iced
fish for sale on the fresh-fish market. Fishermen usually market
their bottomfish catches through the Honolulu Fish Auction which
charges fishermen a 10 percent commission  based upon gross catch
value! for its services.
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Variable Expenses
Fuel and Oil
Miscellaneous
Bait and Ice

Food

Crew Share

Owner's Share
Fixed Expenses

Loan Payment
Unscheduled Maintenance
Insurance

Scheduled Maintenance
Moorage Fee

$32,200
$l6,667
$10,967
$ 8,167
$ 1,482
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Figure 2 ~ Estimated break-even trip catches  before deprecia-
tion!

Bottomfish are auctioned fresh, whole, and in lots, usually
grouped by species and size. The fish are either placed in gal-
vanized cans or on pallets before being lined up on the auction
floor. Auction prices serve as an important indicator of the
market supply and demand. Daily fish prices  retail and whole-
sale! are closely related to prices originating at the auction
{Garrod and Chong, 1978!. The auction is capable of handling
large volumes of NWHI catches, but prices often decline in
response to a temporary oversupply.

The other alternative for bottomfish fishermen is to sell
directly to a fish dealer  Peterson, 1973! for negotiated prices.
These prices are usually lower than auction prices. Depending
upon available storage space and current market conditions, sev-
eral of the larger dealers are capable of handling several thou-
sand pounds of bottomfish directly from a vessel.

To obtain prices that reflect market conditions, all fresh
bottomfish catches from the NWHI are sold through the Honolulu
Fish Auction. It is assumed that the present market system can
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absorb a steady supply of NWHI catches and that the volume of
bottomfish at the auction will expand commensurately with near-
future increases in both local fresh and frozen bottomfish
catches.

Generally, fish prices are the result of present, as well as
expected, daily supplies and demands. The present Hawaiian fish
marketing system is subject to an inconsistent bottomfish supply
 irregular and unpredictable landings! from a variable number of
full-time and part-time bottomfishermen. Based on the surveys,
total revenue increased with higher volume landings, although the
overall average price per pound declined  Table 2! ~

Many factors directly and indirectly influence fish prices
in the established marketing system. A few of the major factors
include landing and marketing timing, quantity of supply, quality
of catch, and size of fish.

Timing for landing and marketing NWHI catches is very impor-
tant. Bottomfish caught around the main islands are iced for
only 1 to 2 days before being marketed, whereas NWHI fresh
catches may be packed in ice for up to 10 or more days. Catches
from the NWHI must compete with bottomfish caught around the main
Hawaiian islands and occasional imported landings from out of
state  e.g., Samoa!. Prices for bottomfish caught in the NWHI,
like bottomfish air freighted from the neighbor  main! Hawaiian
islands and elsewhere, depend upon when they can be marketed.
Prices change daily and the value of a particular catch can vary
dramatically with time of arrival at the auction and even in the
order that it is placed on the floor for bidding. Once on the
auction floor, the day's bottomfish catches are compared by the
buyers for quantity, quality, and size. Early bottomfish prices
are likely to establish the bid ranges for the rest of the day.

The available supply of bottomfish directly influences
prices. I,arge catches of bottomfish, such as those landed from
the NWHI, may temporarily exceed normal market demand and
decrease prices. The quality of bottomfish also affects the
level of pricing. If the catches are of poor quality  limited
shelf-life!, fish must be sold sooner and will not receive as
high a price as the same type of fish of superior quality. Iced
bottomfish are perishable and the quality of the fish decreases
with time. The sooner NWHI catches can be sold at the market,
the better the quality and prices should bc'

The size of bottomfish may also affect prices' Wholesalers
who supply restaurants prefer medium to large sized bottomfish
because of their higher conversion ratio  higher proportion of
processed product to waste!. Retail markets, on the other hand,
prefer smaller, whole bottomfish for home consumption. Bot-
tomfish from the NWHI are predominantly medium to large in size
and are bought mostly by wholesalers and retail markets that
process � scale, fillet, and skin � their products.
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When there are adequate supplies of bottomfish for the
market, prices vary with quality and size as a result of buyer
selectivity. When supplies are low, prices are higher and are
not influenced as much by size and quality. Wholesalers, due to
competition, are willing to pay higher than normal prices to
assure supplies of bottomfish to their regular customers  e.g.,
apakapaka purchased at $9.00 per pound will likely go to a
restaurant supplied by a whalesaler!.

FROZEN BOTTONFISH

Local landingS Of frOzen bOttOmfiSh have been irregular and
fish dea3ers have nat had oppartunities to expand the market for
locally caught frozen fish. The high prices for frozen Hawaiian
bottomfish are abaut 50 percent less than the respective fresh
fish  auctian! prices. Local frazen bottomfish must compete with
fish imported from the mainland and other countries  e.g., New
Zealand snapper!. These imports are often lower in price, regu-
lar in supply, and of uniform quality'

SUMMARY MID COIICLUSIGHS

For a fishery as distant as the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands, long-range vessels equipped with large fish-carrying
capacities and the capability ta withstand rough sea conditions
are necessary. Modern vessels equipped with advanced technology
incur higher capital, operat'ianal, and maintenance casts, which
increase with distance to fishing grounds. Greater distances
mean increased traveling time and less time available for fish-
ing, making higher productivity essential. Present market candi-
tions require landing bottomfish catches fresh ta obtain the best
prices. The largest variable expense is fuel and oil �3 per-
cent!. The largest fixed expense, which is paid by the vessel
owner, is the laan payment �3 percent; principal and interest!.
The goal of each trip to the NWHl should be ta land sufficient
quantities of good quality bottomfish, at the right time in order
ta obtain optimum prices.

At present, a full-time bottomfishing operation handlining
in the NWHI is economically unfeasible, although there is a
potential for a full-time bottomfish fishery in the future if
local fresh and frozen fish markets are developed. The develop-
ment of an independent seasonal bottamfish fishery, or as a
component of a multi-species fishery  e.g., establishment of a
Tern Island fishery support station!, is plausible. These topics
are not addressed in this paper. Although some NWHI bottam-
fishing operators at this time seem to be breaking even before
depreciation, increases in the number of trips and of vessels
entering this fishery will probably affect existing fish stocks
and the marketing system.

To develop a stable price for NWHX battomfish, the Hawaiian
market must first be assured of a consistent supply of fresh
bottomfish. The market structure can then be expanded ta handle
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an increased volume of bottomfish. With consumption of seafood
in Hawaii already ranking as one of the highest in the nation,
further increases in local demand probably will be limited. Bot-
tomfish from the NWHI should allow the market to replace some of
the imported bottomfish and expand export markets to the mainland
and other countries. Consistent, regular NWHI landings to the
markets will help stabilize prices. If prices remain suffi-
ciently high, returns from NWHI bottomfishing trips should be
attractive enough for further expansion and development; if
prices remain too low, it will probably be unfeasible for most
vessels to continue fishing in the NWHI without improvements in
productivity.

Three possibilities for increasing bottomfishing productiv-
ity for the fresh-fish market include: �! better refrigeration
and handling procedures to improve fish quality; �! increasing
catch effort by increasing the number of hooks, lines, or fishing
time; and �! improving or changing to more efficient type of
bottomfishing gear or methods. Improving quality should be given
the highest priority. Landings of better quality should result
in better prices at the market which in turn should lessen the
need to increase the catch volume. The quality of fresh bottom-
fish can be significantly improved by landing catches earlier.

If fish are to be frozen on the fishing vessels, a market
for frozen Hawaiian bottomfish must be developed. The buyers at
the auction are accustomed to fresh bottomfish. Frozen bottom-
fish were warily accepted when adequate supplies of fresh bot-
tomfish were available. With consistent supplies and dependable
quality, frozen bottomfish catches could be marketed directly ta
dealers for negotiated prices. The quality of locally frozen
bottomfish will have to be maintained at a level comparable or
superior with that of the imports' Poor quality frozen products
will reduce any chances for establishing a frozen-fish market in
locally caught fish. However, supplying frozen Hawaiian bottom-
fish is a possible way of providing the Hawaiian consumer with a
familiar but lower-priced bottomfish alternative.

The present situation, with an undeveloped local frozen-fish
market and competition from frozen imports, makes total landing
of frozen bottomfish catches from the NWHI unfeasible. However,
if portions of the total catch were frozen, vessels could
increase the volume of their catches without causing a decrease
in fresh-fish prices. This would also help to establish a regu-
lar supply of the frozen product which is essential for market
development,.
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